Abstract. For robust molecular implementation of tile-based algorithmic self-assembly, methods for reducing errors must be developed. Previous studies suggested that by control of physical conditions, such as temperature and the concentration of tiles, errors (ε) can be reduced to an arbitrarily low rate -but at the cost of reduced speed (r) for the self-assembly process. For tile sets directly implementing blocked cellular automata, it was shown that r ≈ βε 2 was optimal. Here, we show that an improved construction, which we refer to as proofreading tile sets, can in principle exploit the cooperativity of tile assembly reactions to dramatically improve the scaling behavior to r ≈ βε and better. This suggests that existing DNA-based molecular tile approaches may be improved to produce macroscopic algorithmic crystals with few errors. Generalizations and limitations of the proofreading tile set construction are discussed.
Introduction
The experimental demonstration that DNA can be used to encode and process information [1] has stimulated interest in how biomolecular processes can be programmed to carry out logical algorithms. Algorithmic self-assembly of DNA tiles has been proposed as the basis for parallel computation of solutions to hard combinatorial problems [27, 30, 18, 12] and for bottom-up nanofabrication of complex structures that can be specified by simple rules [23, 20, 8] .
Understanding of this approach relies upon an abstract model of the growth process, known as the abstract Tile Assembly Model (aTAM). As in Wang's Tiling Problem [25, 26] , a tile system consists of a finite set of square tiles with a label on each side. For simplicity, tiles cannot be rotated. The aTAM augments these tiles with a strength function that specifies how tightly tiles stick to each other when the labels on touching sides match (referred to as a bond). This motivates a growth rule: starting with a specified seed tile, a new tile may be added at any position where the total strength of all newly-formed bonds exceeds a threshold, τ . This rule is intrinsically asynchronous and non-deterministic: only certain tile sets will produce a uniquely-defined structure. The aTAM is illustrated in figure 1ab , using a tile set we call the Sierpinski tiles; at τ = 2, the growth results [28] in an infinite Sierpinski triangle pattern [5] . 
(a)
The seven Sierpinski tiles include four rule tiles implementing the XOR logic and three boundary tiles, including the corner tile which is used as the seed tile. Whereas all sides of the rule tiles form strength-1 (weak) bonds, the boundary tiles also make use of strength-2 (strong) bonds and strength-0 (null) bonds. Strong bonds are drawn as double lines, and null bonds are drawn as thick lines. This construction can be trivially generalized to implement an arbitrary BCA with more than two symbols.
(b) Growth of the Sierpinski tiles from the seed tile according to the aTAM at τ = 2.
The small tiles indicate the (only) four sites where growth can occur. At each location, there is a unique tile that may be added, and a unique pattern results. (c) Rates for tile addition and tile dissociation in the kTAM: r f is the forward rate for association of any tile at any site, and r r,b is the reverse rate for dissociation of a tile that makes bonds with total strength b. All and only single monomer tile associations and dissociation events are considered in the kTAM; a representative selection is shown here.
The Sierpinski rule tiles implement a replacement rule (x, y) → (z, z) where x, y ∈ {0, 1} and z = (x + y) mod 2; each tile has some x and some y on the bottom two sides and the corresponding z on both top sides. This is an instance of a one-dimensional blocked cellular automaton (BCA): an initial string, the bottom layer, is transformed for each subsequent layer by partitioning the string into pairs (alternately odd/even-indexed and even/odd-indexed elements) and replacing each pair according to a rule (x, y) → (f 1 (x, y), f 2 (x, y)), where all values are in an alphabet, e.g., {0, 1, . . . , N }. Generalizing the Sierpinski rule tiles to rule tiles whose inputs and outputs may take on (N + 1) values yields a direct implementation for any chosen BCA: one rule tile is used for each of (N + 1) 2 possible input pairs, and the initial conditions for the computation are given using boundary tiles with strength-2 bonds that grow from the seed tile. We call this the direct tile set for a given BCA. Since BCA are capable of Turing-universal computation, this implies that tile-based self-assembly provides a natural logical basis for programmable self-assembly processes with arbitrary complexity. We now need to find a physical process, such as DNA tile assembly, wherein self-assembly occurs (at least approximately) according to the aTAM rules at τ = 2, using tiles with bond strengths restricted to 0, 1, and 2.
Tile-based self-assembly of two-dimensional periodic structures has been successfully demonstrated experimentally using a variety of molecular implementations of DNA tiles [29, 11, 14, 31] . The key principle is that each DNA molecule has four short single-stranded regions, known as sticky ends, which direct how the DNA tiles bind to each other: sticky ends with complementary sequences can form a thermodynamically favorable double-helix, as shown in figure 2 for DNA tiles made from DNA double-crossover molecules [9] . Attempts at algorithmic self-assembly in one dimension [13] and in two dimensions [19] have also proven successful, but with two limitations: (1) incorrect tiles are incorporated into the growing structure with error rates ranging from 1% to 10%, and (2) spurious nucleation (not involving the seed tile) results in many structures that perform the wrong computation and thus produce an undesired structure.
Our concern in this paper is how to control growth errors. 1 We can consider four approaches to reducing growth errors.
Logical error correction. Accept an intrinsic error rate ε, and design a larger tile set that contains logic to detect and correct errors. In principle, this should be possible by making use of one-dimensional fault-tolerant cellular automata [10] , but it is likely to be extremely complicated. Optimized physical conditions. Study how physical conditions, such as temperature, tile concentrations, and buffer conditions, determine the error rate, and optimize them to obtain the best performance. As was shown in [28] , this approach is promising, but it is likely to require extremely slow growth conditions. New molecular mechanisms. Devise new physical mechanisms, such as, for example, more complicated molecular implementation of tiles with latches and switches. However, new structural motifs are difficult to design and characterize, so this approach must be considered with caution. Exploiting cooperative binding. While retaining the original molecular tile design, redesign the original tile set to exploit physical mechanisms already inherent in the self-assembly process. This combined approach, which relies both on logical aspects of the tile set and on physical aspects of the assembly process, is explored here with dramatic benefits.
The kinetic Tile Assembly Model: error vs growth rates
Both growth errors and nucleation errors can be understood in terms of an extension of the aTAM to include rates both for tiles associating to and for tiles dissociating from the growing crystal (figure 1c); this model is known as the kinetic Tile Assembly Model (kTAM) [28] . The on-rates and off-rates can be chosen according to the principles of DNA hybridization [4] , as illustrated in figure 2 for tiles implemented as DNA double-crossover (DX) molecules [9] . The fundamental observation is that while on-rates depend only upon the concentration of the tiles, the off-rates depend exponentially upon the total strength of 1 Nucleation errors will be treated in an upcoming paper [22] . Assembly of a double-crossover tile into a site on the growth front of a crystal via hybridization of two 5-nucleotide sticky-end pairs. The forward rate constant is assumed to be the same as for the single sticky-end reaction of (a), while the reverse rate constant is assumed to require twice as much energy to simultaneously break both sticky-end bonds -i.e., binding is cooperative -and thus kr,2 = k f e −2Gse . Gse is the free energy of dissociation for a single sticky end, in units of RT . molecular interactions, i.e., the number of base pairs that must be broken in order for the tile to dissociate. Thus, single tiles (monomers) that either totally or partially mismatch their neighbors arrive at a site with equal frequency as tiles that correctly match their neighbors, but the correctly-matching tiles stay much longer. These considerations suggest that behavior of the system is characterized by two essential physical parameters, G mc and G se , respectively measuring the monomer concentration and the sticky-end bond strength as unitless free energies. Specifically, we define [monomer tile]/M = e −Gmc , and thus G mc is primarily entropic, as it measures the spatial degrees of freedom that are lost when a free-floating monomer tile is localized on the assembly.
2 Similarly, we define the free energy of dissociation of a single sticky end to be ∆G/RT = G se , and thus G se contains a mix of entropic and enthalpic factors related to the formation of the double-helix, measured in units of RT .
We can now formulate the kTAM to describe the growth of a single crystal in an environment where the concentration of monomer tiles remains fixed. Absolute rates for events affecting this crystal are given by
for association of a new monomer tile at any given site, and
for dissociation of a tile whose interactions with the crystal sum to b, in the "strength units" of the aTAM. b can be thought of as the effective number of unit-strength sticky ends binding the tile to the crystal. These rates specify a continuous-time Markov process (satisfying detailed balance) for modeling the growth of a single crystal in a solution of free monomer tiles. The growth site may (E) be empty; (C) contain a correct tile; (M ) contain a mismatched tile; (F C) be "frozen" with the correct tile in place; or (F M ) be "frozen" with the mismatched tile. r * represents the rate at which tiles on the growth front are covered. The error rate is taken to be the probability that, starting in E, the system reaches F M .
The parameters G mc and G se represent the "physical conditions" under which tile-based assembly can take place. G mc can be made large (or small) by using DNA tiles at low (or high) concentrations. G se can be made large (or small) by letting the self-assembly take place at a cold (or hot) temperature. 4 For what settings of these parameters does the kTAM obey the aTAM rules with high probability? First note that if 2G se > G mc > G se , then the tile additions shown in figure 1b are favorable, as r f > r r,2 , but all other tile additions are unfavorable, as they make at most 1 bond and r f < r r,1 . Thus, the aTAM correctly abstracts which reactions are favorable, and which are unfavorable, with respect to the kTAM. However, in the kTAM, unfavorable reactions also occur with some frequency, so we expect assembly errors. Figure 4a shows several snapshots from a Monte Carlo stochastic simulation; single growth errors occur in the 3 rd and 4 th frames, causing subsequent error-free growth to develop into an undesired pattern. How frequent are these errors, and how can they be minimized?
Previous studies [28] using this model showed that both growth errors and certain nucleation errors 5 can be controlled in the limit of low monomer tile concentrations (i.e., large G mc ) and strong sticky-end interactions (i.e., large G se ) so long as the system is kept near the melting temperature of the crystal (i.e., G mc ≈ 2G se ). As shown in figure 3a, phase space can be divided into three regions: no crystal growth occurs if G mc > 2G se ; algorithmic self-assembly (with some error rate) occurs for 2G se > G mc > G se ; and essentially random aggregation is obtained for G se > G mc . Within the algorithmic phase, two factors limit the performance that can be achieved: thermodynamics tells us the best error rate that can be achieved at equilibrium given the energetics of the system, while the kinetics determine how quickly we get there -if at all.
If self-assembly achieves equilibrium, the probability of observing a particular assembly A will be governed by the Boltzman equation:
where G(A) = nG mc − bG se is the free energy of the assembly, n is the number of tiles in the assembly, b is the total of all bond strengths in the assembly, and Z is the partition function. Thus, an n-tile assembly that has ∆b more bond strength than another n-tile assembly will be e ∆bGse more likely. In a direct BCA tile set with (N + 1) states, a typical growth site will present two sides with strength-1 bonds, a unique correct tile will match both bonds, and there will be exactly N competing tiles that have a mismatch on the left side, as well as N that have a mismatch on the right side. It follows that the equilibrium probability of incorporating the correct tile at a given growth site is 1 − ε ≈ e 2Gse e 2Gse + 2N e Gse , and thus ε ≈ 2N e −Gse , where ε is the per-tile error rate. It is mildly surprising that G mc has no effect on the equilibrium error rates. However, due to kinetics, equilibrium is seldom achieved far below the melting transition. The primary cause of growth errors in this case was found to be a form of kinetic trapping, wherein tiles that associate with a mismatch on the growth front don't have time to dissociate, and are frozen in place by further growth; thus equilibrium error rates are observed only near the melting transition. The essential feature of kinetic trapping within BCA tile self-assembly is that once an error has occurred, both sites above the mismatched tile display an (x, y) pair that is perfectly matched by some monomer tile in solution, because tiles implementing all replacement rules (x, y) → (f 1 (x, y), f 2 (x, y)) are present. Thus, if such a tile arrives before the mismatched tile dissociates, the mismatched tile becomes locked in by multiple bonds, and is now unlikely to dissociate. For a direct BCA tile set, the kinetic trap model shown in figure 3b accurately predicts growth errors in kTAM simulations to obey [28] 1 − ε ≈ 1
+ 2N
r * +rr,2 r * +rr,1
and thus ε ≈ 2N r * + r r,2
where r = 1 2 (r f − r r,2 ) is the overall growth rate and r * = αr is the effective rate at which sites are frozen in the model. α = 1.5 is a free parameter chosen fit to the data; in some sense, it accounts for the fluctuations of the growth process, in which the growth front will wash back and forth over a given site several times before it is "frozen" in place.
The kinetic trapping theory identified a critical relationship. Although arbitrarily low error rates can be achieved by appropriate choice of G mc and G se , they come at the cost of a significant slow-down. This trade-off can be visualized by plotting r vs ε for all reasonable values of G mc and G se . As illustrated by the upper (1 × 1) plots in figure 5 , all points lie above r ≈ βε 2 , where Here, Gmc = 2 * Gse − ; i.e., measures how far the reaction is from the τ = 2 melting transition. Curved lines (red and blue) vary Gmc and for fixed Gse, thus demonstrating how the growth speed decreases too near the melting transition and the error rates increases too far below the melting transition. (Simulations used Gse = 6.5 and 8.5 for 1 × 1, 6.5 and 7.5 for 2 × 2, and 5.5 and 6.5 for 3 × 3 tile sets.) Straight lines (green) vary Gse and Gmc for fixed , thus following the line just below the melting transition in phase space to obtain a Pareto-optimal speed/error trade-off. (Simulations used k f = 10 6 /M/sec and = .2, .1, .15 for 1 × 1, 2×2, and 3×3 tile sets respectively. Error bars show two standard deviations, computed using σ = √ ε/ √ m where m is the total number of tiles grown in all simulations using a given Gse and Gmc. A variable number of simulation runs were used, chosen to make the error bars small. )
4 /M/sec is determined by how far below the melting temperature gives the optimal trade-off. 6 This defines the Pareto-optimal boundary along which r is the fastest growth rate that achieves error rate ε. Thus, decreasing error rates by a factor of 10 entails slowing down the self-assembly process by a factor of 100. This is bad; results on fault-tolerant computing in the digital 6 If Gmc = 2Gse− , then r = circuit model typically entail a logarithmic, rather than quadratic, slow-down [24, 15] .
In the rest of the paper, we give a construction of "proofreading" tile sets to implement arbitrary BCA, in which each original tile is replaced by a K × K block of tiles in the new tile set.
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, with β varying by less than a factor of five depending on the tile set. This is a significant improvement: for target error rates of 10 −4 , the 2 × 2 proofreading tiles result in a 10 4 -fold speed-up over the original tile set. Similarly, for the same physical conditions that result in a 1% error rate for the original tile set, the 2 × 2 proofreading tile set yields a 0.01% error rate, and the 3 × 3 proofreading tile set yields a 0.001% error rate. This is extremely encouraging for experimental studies of algorithmic self-assembly: conditions in which perfect 10 × 10 Sierpinski triangles can now be grown may yield 100 × 100 triangles with proofreading tiles. Still, these constructions result in greater slow-down than achieved in the digital circuit model, suggesting that further improvements await discovery.
The remainder of this paper describes the proofreading tile set construction, gives an explanation of the principles by which it works, and comments on its limitations.
Proofreading tile sets
The ability for the kTAM to discriminate between tiles that partially or perfectly match a growth site relies on the cooperativity of sticky-end binding: the binding of one sticky end stabilizes the binding of the other sticky end. The basic idea of proofreading tiles is to exploit cooperative binding at the next higher level: to have several tiles that stabilize each other when they bind together. Cooperative binding is a common feature of transcription factors in genetic regulatory networks [16] and has been examined as a mechanism for increased sensitivity in one-dimensional self-assembly processes [2, 3] . New issues arise in the context of two-dimensional self-assembly.
The general 2 × 2 proofreading construction is shown in figure 6a , and its application to the Sierpinski tile set is shown in figure 6bcd . Essentially, each rule tile in the original tile set is replaced by four tiles with related labels. Arranged in a 2 × 2 block, the sides of the block present the same logical labels as the original tile. The side internal to the block are given unique labels, not shared by tiles from any other block. Thus, assembly from the seed tile according to the aTAM proceeds according to the same logic as the original tile set, but scaled up in size by a factor of two. 8 However, in the kTAM, a new phenomenon can be observed when a mismatched tile is incorporated: there is now no way to continue growth without making an additional error. This is illustrated by the small tiles in figure 6d: after the initial (lowest) small tile arrives, forming a mismatch on one side, any further tile assembling on that side will either (a) agree with the initial tile but, because it therefore must be part of the same proofreading block, mismatch on its lower right side, or (b) agree with its lower right input, but therefore form a mismatch with the initial small tile. The assembly process stalls, giving time for the initial mismatched tile to fall off and be replaced by a correct tile. The final assembly therefore has no record of the mishap having occurred. The forcing of errors to be co-localized in pairs results in the error rate being squared relative to the original tile set. A detailed kinetic trapping model for 2 × 2 proofreading tiles (shown in figure 7a ) produces excellent agreement 9 with the simulation results (shown in figure 5 ), including the precipitous decline in reliability as physical conditions move away from the melting transition. Each state in this model represents a possible arrangement of tiles (up to symmetries) within the 2 × 2 growth site. Each tile could be either part of the correct block for that site (unlabeled) or part of a block that has a mismatch on one side or the other (indicated by the direction of the arrow; there are N such blocks for BCA tile sets). The 29 states considered are all those in which the tiles are "well-associated", that is, we prune the full model by removing all states in which more than one tile is attached by only one bond or in which some tile is attached by no bonds at all -such states would be very short-lived.
A simplified model (shown in figure 7b ) considers just the dominant pathways (red and green reaction arrows in figure 7a), and yields similar results near the melting transition. The improvement in the error rate near the melting transition, then, is due to the elementary features preserved in this model, namely that (a) the correct block can be formed via a series of four favorable steps, and (b) every path to a mismatch contains at least two significantly unfavorable steps with a fast r r,1 reverse reaction.
Although baroque, both models can easily be solved numerically by representing the transition rates in matrix form and computing the steady-state by matrix inverse.
The basic phenomenon can be more easily understood using the following intuition. Consider first the direct BCA tile set. Optimal growth rates are obtained near the melting temperature of the crystals, where G mc ≈ 2G se . Under these conditions, the error rate reaches the thermodynamic limit of ε ≈ e −∆G/RT = e −Gse , where ∆G is the difference in free energy between an assembly with a mismatched tile and one with a correct tile. However, the growth rate will be proportional to the monomer tile concentration, r ≈ β[DX] = βe Gmc . This yields the scaling relation for the original tile set, r ≈ βε 2 . This type of argument can be generalized for K × K proofreading constructions, wherein each tile is replaced by a K × K block of unique tiles. Optimal growth rates still occur near the melting temperature (G mc ≈ 2G se ), and the growth rate is still r ≈ β[DX] = βe Gmc . However, the thermodynamic error rate (for an entire block) is now determined by the minimal error, which involves at least K mismatched tiles.
10 Thus 11 ε ≈ e −∆G/RT = e −KGse , and the argument yields r ≈ βε 2/K . If the above reasoning held for all K, and the proofreading block size were to be chosen based on the target error rate needed, a logarithmic dependence of K on the target error rate would be achieved for constant physical conditions. This matches what has been found for digital circuits. Unfortunately, although the argument correctly predicts the scaling behavior for K = 2, the simulation results for K = 3 (figure 5) and K = 4 (data not shown) fall short of the prediction.
We attribute this failure to a second mechanism for growth errors. Whereas proofreading tiles perform well at correcting errors during growth at a site where 10 Since each erroneous block involves K 2 tiles and typically contains exactly K mismatches, the per-block error rates ε block = Kε, where ε is the per-tile error fraction. (Tile errors are now clearly not iid.) We found it more convenient to report simulation results in terms of the per-tile error rate. 11 This argument illustrates why it is necessary to use cooperativity by relying on the independent assembly of the K 2 pieces in a block. If one were to use a preassembled block, the melting temperature would occur at Gmc ≈ 2KGse, giving rise to the original r ≈ βε 2 scaling behavior.
correct growth could occur, they do nothing to prevent errors due to spontaneous growth on a facet ("roughening"), as shown in figure 8a . Ensuring that boundaries grow at approximately the same speed as the interior 12 reduces the amount of faceting, but even so, facets of length n appear with a frequency of ≈ 2 −n , making facet growth errors rare but unavoidable. Some other error-correcting strategy will be necessary to prevent this type of error.
Strong bonds, capping tiles, and self-repair
It is important to realize that the proofreading tile set construction given here doesn't work for all tile sets. The existence of the alternative growth error mechanism on facets implies that tile sets whose growth process intrinsically involves facets will fail to derive great benefit from proofreading tiles. For example, the the tile set presented in [20] for growing M × M squares using O(log M ) tiles results in a final assembly in which three sides are facets -i.e., each tile on those sides displays a strength-1 bond, but under τ = 2 aTAM rules, no growth can occur. In the kTAM, growth will eventually occur, ruining the desired structure, as shown in figure 8b(top) for a 26 × 26 square. Proofreading tiles do nothing to fix this problem.
To reliably construct an M × M square required modifying the original tile set in three ways: first, identifying the direction of growth and specializing the tiles so that each tile is used for only one direction of growth, and each sticky end appears on as few tiles as possible; second, making use of additional "capping" tiles to quickly cover the final facets of the square with tiles that have null bonds on their outer sides, thus reducing errors due to roughening; and third, using two perpendicular binary counters to encourage the growth front to avoid large facets. Assembly using this improved tile set is shown in figure 8b(middle) for a 49 × 49 square.
With facet roughening errors ameliorated, it makes sense to ask whether now proofreading further decreases the error rate. However, because growth of the square within the counter region takes a meandering path making use of several rule tiles with strength-2 bonds, the proofreading construction must be extended to blocks involving strength-2 bonds. This construction, shown in figure 8c, can only be used for tile sets in which each tile occurs only during growth in a particular direction; i.e., its input and output sides can be determined and are used consistently. The bond labels on proofreading tiles are as described previously, but the strength of those bonds is determined by the growth direction (for the input sides) or by the growth direction of subsequent tiles (for the output sides). This 2 × 2 proofreading construction was applied to the improved tile set described above, with results shown in figure 8b(bottom).
Out of 31 trials, the original tile set never formed the desired 26 × 26 squares properly, the improved tile set was 65% successful at forming 49 × 49 squares, The binary counter construction for assembling M × M squares; the improved twocounter construction with capping tiles; and the 2 × 2 proofreading construction for the latter. All tile sets assemble perfectly under the aTAM. Under the kTAM, the one-counter tile set fails even for a small square because spurious nucleation on facets frequently results in uncontrolled growth (arrows). The two-counter tile set still suffers from algorithmic errors (arrow), but the capping tiles significantly reduce spurious nucleation of new layers. The proofreading construction reduces these problems only somewhat for this tile set. The arrow indicates a facet roughening error in which capping tiles prematurely nucleated on the growth front. In this run, these capping tiles are eventually displaced by the growth of correct tiles. (c) The scheme for assigning bond strengths for proofreading tiles when the tile set contains strength-2 bonds. Arrows indicate the direction of growth for correct use of the tile, and "S" indicates the seed tile. The strength of bonds on sides marked by "?" is dictated by the tiles that bind to them in a correct assembly; if no tiles bind to them, strength-0 bonds are used. and the proofreading tile set formed 98 × 98 squares 87% of the time. For comparison, the improved tile set formed 99 × 99 squares only 26% of the time. The disappointingly modest 13 benefit provided by the proofreading tiles suggests that alternative error mechanisms are dominant for these tile sets.
The proofreading tiles also give rise to some surprising, and pleasant, behaviors. One such phenomenon is their ability to heal punctures of the growing crystal, as shown in figure 9 . Since the identity of tiles within the punctured region is uniquely determined by the perimeter of that region (in fact, just the lower portion of the perimeter suffices), one might expect even the non-proofreading tile set to be able to correctly fill in the punctured region. However, regrowth into the punctured region may occur in any direction, including backward from the most advanced edge of the puncture, where there are multiple ways to proceed locally when using tiles implementing irreversible BCA, such as the Sierpinski tiles.
14 Thus, regrowth is not always perfect; indeed, the direct BCA tiles very often leave "scar tissue", although the proofreading tiles do so much less frequently.
Discussion
The primary result of this paper is that dramatic improvements in the error rates for algorithmic self-assembly can be achieved, in principle, by proper redesign of the abstract tile set, without changing the fundamental molecular implementation. The 2×2 proofreading tiles for BCA increase the optimal growth speed r for which a target error rate can be achieved from r = β 2 to r = β , and greater improvements can be obtained with larger K × K proofreading constructions. If these constructions hold up in practice, it may be possible for algorithmic self-assembly to scale up to macroscopic assemblies without errors.
Although the theoretical and simulation results presented here firmly establish the effectiveness of the proofreading tile construction, the rigorous proof of their robustness in the kTAM remains an open problem.
When considering implementation of proofreading tile sets with DNA tiles, the question of efficiency arises. One wishes for a minimal number of tiles, since 13 The 2 × 2 proofreading Sierpinski tile set under these conditions would obtain ε = 1.5 × 10 −7 , and therefore 10 4 tiles would assemble without errors 99.9% of the time. each additional tile requires a significant amount of laboratory work. Fortunately, for tile sets implementing BCA for which both outputs are identical (i.e. f 1 = f 2 = f , as is the case for the Sierpinski tiles), blocks that output the same value f (x, y) can share the same (K − 1) × (K − 1) sub-block, as shown in figure 10 , achieving approximately the same fault-tolerance while using only (2K − 1)N 2 + (K − 1) 2 N instead of K 2 N 2 rule tiles. For DNA tiles made from DAO-E molecules, for which two DNA tile must be created for each abstract tile (subject to exploitation of symmetries) [21] , 2 × 2 proofreading increases the number of DNA rule tiles from 6 for the original Sierpinski tile set to 9 for proofreading -a very moderate increase. We are therefore exploring this tile set experimentally.
Other optimizations are possible, such as trying to reduce the increase in scale of the final pattern produced by self-assembly. Reif [17] has already proposed constructions that improve upon the K-fold spatial scaling inherent here.
Furthermore, it is at present unclear how these constructions can be adapted for general tile sets, where the growth front may involve significant faceting. It appears that an additional proofreading mechanism will be required to correct for errors that occur due to premature growth on a facet; the concept of "invadable tiles" may help here [6] .
Robustness to assembly errors may be contrasted with robustness to implementation errors, wherein the molecular tiles fail to conform to the desired specifications, as expressed within the kTAM. For example, bond strengths for different labels that should all be identical (e.g., weak) may vary somewhat in a specific set of DNA tiles. Similarly, an experiment may provide the tiles at slightly different (rather than identical) concentrations. More seriously, as assembly proceeds in an undisturbed reaction, monomer tile concentrations will be depleted over time. Also, monomer tiles may aggregate into small assemblies, rather than accreting one-by-one onto the growing crystal. It is hoped that proofreading tiles, in addition to providing robustness to assembly errors, will provide improved robustness to implementation errors, but this issue has not yet been investigated.
Finally, our experience with experimental systems suggests that a major remaining issue is constraining assembly to begin only from the selected seed tile, i.e., minimizing spontaneous spurious nucleation of rule tiles or boundary tiles. Careful exploitation of critical nucleus size during supersaturation appears to provide a solution to this quandary [22] .
